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Ryan Northcutt
Critical Regionalism

 Most of the world today is driven by a consumer culture. 
Today’s youth is driven by ideas based on money and technology 
as it advances. And as these advances are made, it becomes easier 
for lesser fortunate parts of the world to gain access to the “luxury” 
of technology that we all share. As we all gain access we become 
connected in a cyber-world that continues to grow as we speak. 
Since all this is happening we can see that the world is starting 
to share a culture. You can almost say that a new rise of avant-
garde is happening since new inventions and ideas are changing 
how we communicate. But this technological advancement doesn’t 
exactly translate to architecture. As referenced in the essay by 
Kenneth Framptom, “No new architecture can emerge without a 
new kind of relation between designer and user without new kinds 
of program…”. This statement was true at the time of the essay, but 
with how fast the world is becoming universal, a new architecture 
could emerge as technology reaches a point to where it becomes 
interactive with the built environment rather than with itself. One 
example that you can see this happening is in Science Fiction 
writing, which in itself is an avant-garde culture. The ideas and 
thoughts behind many of the fictional cultures created have raised 
many questions of the truth of where we could be heading as a 
world society. But the main issue is universalism. There is a loss 
of individuality because of the connection between specific world 
cultures. So this goes back to a statement early in the essay, “how 
to become modern and return to sources”. In some ways the science 
fiction culture could have examples of how to do that. I say that 
because it’s not always an architect that needs to be on the forefront 
of future innovations, hence bringing back avant-garde with a equal 

balance of arriere-garde. 

Towards a Critical Regionalism
Kenneth Frampton

Towards a Critical Regionalism by Kenneth Frampton

Ryan Northcutt
Tectonics

  A response to this essay is difficult to formulate. The 
concept of the tectonics of architecture is truly deep in thought, 
theory, and visual appearance. But after reading the essay, I have 
one thought in mind that is intriguing, and has always been an 
interest of mine. Japanese style architecture. At one glance you 
see an uplifting form that generates serenity. A closer view at the 
architecture reveals something grand about the culture of japan. 
The style involves a great example of tectonics and culture. So after 
that thought, I kind of began to understand tectonics and how they 
are applied.
 One main point that Frampton stressed were the four 
basic elements of architecture derived by Semper. By this theory it 
becomes easier to understand the basics of tectonics, the first being 
the hearth. From my understanding this is the base at which the 
user meets the architecture. The hearth acts as a place of gathering, 
giving the architecture its function. Next is the earthwork. This was 
also described as the sterotomic from my understanding. This could 
be translated as the foundation of the architecture, or the meeting 
ground of the earth and framework. The framework and roof is 
the fourth part of tectonics. This is the most common notation of 
what tectonics is described as because of its visual appearance. 
Lastly the enclosing membrane is the building wrap, or the walls, 
allowing for the visual ornamentation of architecture. Aside from 
what tectonic architecture is, is the issue of its application, or 
the lack of. Frampton described tectonics to be ontological. This 
makes sense because I believe that architecture should live just as 
much as the user. On the flip side is form. Form was described as a 
representation. Contemporary architecture illustrates this very well, 

especially those buildings that allow parametric designs. Much of 
those designs are visually representative of nature, as it merely 
makes a face. Had tectonics been applied the building would 
become deep in dimension and begin to breath. 
 So to restate my original thought, Japanese architecture 
is tectonic in many aspects, it is living architecture and it is an 
apparent aesthetic of culture.

Rappel a l’Ordre, The Case for the Tectonic
Kenneth Frampton

Unknown
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Modernity and Continutiy
Paiva Henrique

 Architecture faces many issues as we advance into the 
future. Many solutions can occur and be viable solutions but there 
is also an issue that relates to architecture that determines whether 
those solutions become viable. Understanding culture today is 
becoming difficult due to the connections we are allowed with 
technology, the economy and production of material. Architectural 
solutions of today are mass produced which creates un-contextual 
architecture, causing a loss of identity within a region.  Critical 
Regionalism is an important concept that will create a difference 
in regaining cultural identity, but within itself problems lie. Paiva 
makes many references to Frampton and his observations of moving 
towards a critical regionalism. 
 I want to start first with quoting Piava, and him asking 
“when local tradtions are continued, how this should happen, and 
for whom?”(Piava 111) This is a big question to answer, but in 
order to understand how to answer you must work back words to 
understand each part of the Critical Regionalism solution. A culture 
in a specific region may not always follow the nature of the land. 
Piava gives us an example of an aesthetic issue in Brazil. The 
architecture of the local area originates from Germany, seemingly 
unfitting for the natural environment of Brazil.  This style of 
architecture was stamped within the local area giving it a tourist 
nature, but the issue lying in façade architecture instead of building 
architecture. The tourist driven economy has allowed architecture 
to fail within the local area giving the area a fake face. This issue 
happens more often than just in Brazil and is a misunderstanding of 
the local culture and its values. So the question of for whom is the 
architecture directly is effected by the economy. 

 To understand the success of Critical Regionalism, 
Oscar Niemeyer was cited as an example of avant-garde critical 
regionalism. As a model of architecture the Hotel design followed 
traditional local building design but was altered to finish with a 
modern aesthetic to complement the tradition.  In much success 
a new style of architecture was created and designed for that local 
region. I believe that this kind of architecture is important to the 
world. Integration of society is good for the world as a whole, 
but traditions and culture divide people in a manner that keeps 
economies flowing. This effect on the economy creates much 
opportunity for further regionalism. A shift in the economy, from 
mixed to market, creates for a more local culture. But it is important 
to understand that this universal culture that has been created is 
the key to creating a once thriving local culture. Many ideas and 
innovations in technology give opportunity for advancement and 
innovation in many other aspects other than communication and 
small applications such as GPS. These technologies should be used 
in our favor to grow local cultures back into their native place, 
overall creating a new style in architecture relative to specific 
places in nature. 
 One further example unrelated to architecture is the 
steampunk culture. The ideology of steampunk has to do with 
makerism, innovation, idealism and rebellion. Each one of these 
points creates this culture into a reality of a Victorian stylistic 
culture that has adapted avant-garde. This fictional culture has 
really brought forth questions of what if and creative thinking. It 
also proves many aspects of Critical Regionalism. Steampunk is 
not so much related to a regional culture but a time period, where 

Ryan Northcutt
Critical Regionalism

Paiva Henrique, K. (2013). Modernity and Continuity: Alternatives to Instant Tradition in Contemporary Brazilian Architecture. Spaces & Flows: An International Journal 
Of Urban & Extra Urban Studies, 3(4), 103-112.

the culture keeps its aesthetics and believes, but reconsiders today’s 
technology in a different way relative to its time. It is all in a similar 
way that contemporary thoughts should continue as local culture 
should influence the architecture.
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Reflections on the Scope of the Tectonic
Unknown

 The topic of tectonic theory is vast in many subjects of 
architecture. Specifically, culture in architecture allows for tectonic 
design. There are a couple specific examples cited in the article 
that explain how orientation and placement of spaces allows for 
the architecture to express symbolic systems and culture within a 
space. The author of the article refers to two different models of 
construction, one being the compressive mass, and the other being 
the tensile frame. Each example express a cosmic view within each 
space. The first example of the Berber house refers to a sterotomic 
structure and its cultural symbols…
  “Associated with dawn, spring, fertility, and 
birth, the loom, before the eastern interior wall is regarded as 
the female place of honor and is seen as the spiritual nexus of the 
dwelling. It is balanced by the male object of honor, namely the 
rifle, that is stacked close to the loom. That this symbolic system 
is reinforced by the construction itself is confirmed by Bourdieu’s 
testimony.” (Reflection 14)
 Understanding this application of tectonic is difficult but 
it is made easier with an understanding of function within the space 
and how it is followed by aesthetic features to symbolize further 
function.  The article references parts of the dwelling as female and 
male parts. Given this nature we can assume that these parts do 
interlock with each other which represent an act of physical union. 
 The second example of culture within the tectonic language 
of architecture is the culture in Japan. Driven by religion and beliefs 
of making order out of chaos, tradition shows bounding elements 
as the tectonic element. The author states that two common factors 
can be seen, “the first is the primacy accorded to the woven as a 

place-making agent in so-called primitive cultures; the second 
is the universal presence of a nonlinear attitude toward time that 
guarantees, as it were, the cyclical renewal of an eternal presents 
(Reflection 15).” These two factors relate to the textiles that make 
up the culture and tradition of each region. Now understanding 
that placement of spaces in a cosmological way and application of 
textiles further illustrates Frampton’s point of textility. 
 The author of the article mentions representational versus 
ontological nature. Semper’s four elements of architecture illustrate 
tectonic pieces in architecture, but it could be further divided within 
its realm. The understanding of what is representational in tectonics 
is described by the author as the hearth and the infill. I believe 
this is true because the hearth and the infill are expressive of the 
user and the culture and traditions of the region. The architecture 
is what becomes ontological. The earthwork, frame and roof meet 
and interlock creating tectonic architecture. Noted by the author, 
“Harry Mallgrave suggested that Semper remained undecided as 
to the relative expressivity of structure and cladding, hesitation 
between the symbolic expressivity of construction as a thing itself 
(Reflection 16).” 
 After all of my understandings of tectonics I believe I 
may still not fully know what tectonics truly are. At its base, it is 
construction. Refining that definition it is the art of the construction 
and structure. Of the many examples, some key points are that the 
art is expressive of culture. Features of symbols and infill do not 
make up the structure itself, so is it right to call these features part 
of the tectonic. To counter act that point, it has been stated that 
representation and ontology are within tectonics and express culture 

Ryan Northcutt
Tectonics

Reflections on the Scope of the Tectonic

as the design is interlocked into the region at which it resides. The 
importance of understanding tectonics defines architecture as the art 
of construction and does not express form as the main importance.
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Ryan Northcutt

Introduction and Overview: In an exploration of architecture, The Joinery in Vernacular Architecture Open Air Museum demonstrates 
architectural tectonics and its base of four elements that make up a structure. Through the exploration, key points of regionalism will be 
displayed, tying together the tectonic architectural language and the regionalism of vernacular architecture.
 
 This museum will be viewed not only as a display of architecture that exist around the world, but as an educational and 
informational body. Three portions of the museum will guide guest through the experience of historical innovation. The fuction of this 
museum is to educate guest through a building process. Each guest is entitled to the opportunity to take part in the building process of each 
piece of structure that exist on site. This creates a dynamic museum and allows the user to create their own educational experience as they 
put forth time to assembling the structures. With this dynamic museum, a rotation of existing, partial and demolished structures will need 
to be established in order for proper visitation and interest can be kept in the museum.

Parking
standard parking space
ADA accessible space
bus/ truck/ RV space
transportation drop off/ pick up

Lobby
vestibule
-ADA accessible space with overhang to protect from elements

circulation space
-Inviting space with room to view displayed information and artwork

information/ reception desk
-attends to guests with information and guidance to museum

gift shop
-items, books and art for guests to purchase

restrooms (male and female)
-ADA accessible with compliance to facility requirement codes

Joinery in Vernacular Architecture Open Air Museum
Program Information

60

1000

250

400

400

sqft.

custodial closet
-lobby custodial closet for supply and storage of cleaning items

security office
-space for security officer to be positioned for watching video surveillance and work

Administrative Office Suite
curator office
-space for curator of the museum with view of grounds. includes desk, wall space, and small filing cabinets

offices (4)
-space for employees. includes desk, wall space and small filing cabinet

records storage
-storage space for records of museum and other information

employee break room
-gives employees a place to break, eat and rest throughout the work day

employee restrooms (2)
-private restrooms for museum employees. ADA accessible

custodial space
-office space custodial closet for supply and storage of cleaning items

Intermediate Space
circulation space
- space designated for transportation of gift shop items and art work for lobby. space is located directly off of lobby space, adjacent to the office suite.

shipping and receiving dock
-dock for shipments of merchandise,food , artwork or other items for the museum

storage room
-room designated to store stock of gift shop merchandise and other items

trash pick up
-space for trash bins and pick up

Work Shop
classroom
-educational setting for wood shop, lessons, movies, or meetings

Total

Total

Total

50

200

2360

300

250

200

200

100

50

1100

300

500

400

500

1700

600
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education wood shop
- wood shop for guests to take woodworking seminars and classes. includes work space, machine space, tool storage and wood storage.

fabrication wood shop
-employee wood shop for fabrication of exhibits and art. includes work space, machine space, tool storage and wood storage.

wood shop storage
-storage and staging for exhibits and art

grounds garage
-space for equipment for exhibit transportation and grounds keeping

offices (2)
- employee offices including desk, wall space, and filing cabinet

loading dock
-loading dock for shipments of lumber and other parts used for the exhibits

Cafe
dining
-dining room for guest to eat

food storage
-dry storage, cold storage and freezer storage

kitchen
-food prep and cooking

First Aid
exam room
-room for patient care

restroom
-specialty restroom for first aid patient use only. ADA accessible

Museum Entry Building Total Square Footage

All spaces are accounted for mechanical equipment and circulation space. 30% is added to the total square footage of the facility.

600

750

1000

2000

250

500

5700

500

200

300

1000

400

100

500

12360
x

35%

16686

Total

Total

Total

Program Total

Parking

Vestibule

Info/Reception

Lobby

Exhibits

Office Suite

Gift Shop

Sh
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D
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Storage

R
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tr
o

o
m

s

Custodial

Curator

Security

Class Room

Edu Shop

Office (4)

Office (2)
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Rest
Room
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re

ak
 R
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Intermediate

Wood Shop

C
u

st
o

d
ia

l

Shipping Dock

Trash Pick Up

First Aid

Cafe

Grounds Garage Storage

Space Relationship Diagram
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Ryan Northcutt

Fig. 1 - Frame and skin condition. 
Minimal frame with large skin.

Fig. 2 - Ise Jingu uses Japanese cy-
press trees that grow local to the the 
shrine. A strong and special tree is 
chosen every 20 years to take apart 
of the building of the shrine.

Fig. 3 - Typical joinery condition. 
Mortise and tenon is shown.

Fig. 4 - Assembly diagram

Ise Jingu Grand Shrine
Architect

40FT

A

BPLAN

FRONT ELEVATION LEFT ELEVATION

SECTION A SECTION B

FOUNDATION

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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Woods of Net
Tezuka Architects

Ryan Northcutt

Fig. 1 - Frame condition. Heavy 
frame with no skin.

Fig. 2 - Woods of Net is made up 
of about 600 Douglas Fir glullam 
beams.

Fig. 3 - Typical joinery condition. 
Joinery is a custom halved mortise 
and tenon joint.

Fig. 4 - Assembly diagram
40FT

PLAN

SECTION

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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Fachhallenhause
none

Ryan Northcutt

Fig. 1 - Frame and skin condition. 
Medium framing with medium 
skin.

Fig. 2 - German barns and houses 
use two different species of wood 
depending on the time period 
and economic status. Spurs (left) 
was the cheaper option while Oak 
(right) was first used.

Fig. 3 - Typical joinery condition. 
There are many types of joints used 
in german vernacular architecture. 
This building primarly illustrates 
halved joinery and mortise and 
tenon.

Fig. 4 - Assembly diagram

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

A

B

40FT
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Barn House
Dayempur Farm

Ryan Northcutt

Fig. 1 - Frame and skin condition. 
Minimal framing with exterior at-
tached skin.

Fig. 2 - Dayumper farm used a lo-
cal lumber mill for the wood. The 
timber frame used in the house 
is made of poplar and the skin is 
cedar boards.

Fig. 3 - Typical joinery condition. 
All joinery in the timber frame is 
composed of mortise and tenon 
with wood pegs to anchor the 
joints. The skin is a typical fastening 
condition.

Fig. 4 - Assembly diagram

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

B

A

40FT

SECTION AS ECTION B
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Dogtrot Cabin
Owner

Ryan Northcutt

Fig. 1 - Frame and skin condition. 
Really Heavy frame with light skin.

Fig. 2 - Cabins are known for using 
cedar trees for lumber. The trees are 
great for weathering and preserve 
what is inside well.

Fig. 3 - Typical joinery condition. 
Joiner for a cabin mainly uses 
halved timber joinery.

Fig. 4 - Assembly diagram

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

SECTION A

FRONT ELEVATION RIGHT ELEVATION

PLAN

SECTION A

40FT
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White Zone: Entry building and Woodshop
Blue Zone: Habitable Architecture
Red Zone: Sculpture Garden
Yellow Zone: Sacred Architecture

Lake
Saturated Land
Site

INA

NASON

SESSER
WHITTINGTON

REND CITY

REND LAKE

1000
500

0

1000
500

0

Site Analysis

This site is located in the Wayne Fitzgerrell State Park 
on the east side of Rend Lake in Southern Illinois. 

The park is made up of reclaimed farm land, which 
gives a variety of dense and open spaces. The park 
also edges to the shoreline of Rend Lake, allowing for 
boating, camping, and other outdoor activities

This specific site was chosen because of its high 
contrast of open and dense space. This gives the 
design an oppurtunity to relfect each of the building 
types that are included in the collection. This site also 
is located along a bike path and inbetween the marina 
and camp sites in the park, which is  good location to 
draw in interest.
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Woods of Net Assembly: built by approved guests and contractors

Building and Musuem Concept

Above shows the concept idea for the 
musuems entry building. The concept is to 
mimic the surrounding trees and use tectonic 
form to shape the details of the building.

A major component of the musuem is the idea of a 
build your own musuem atmosphere. One the right are 
renderings showing how visitors work with employees 
to assemble each structure in the collection. It also 
illustrates the dynamic nature of the exhibit. A tour 
through the musuem will always me different due to 
on going assembly of structures.
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Building and Musuem Concept
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Program Diagram (Left)
Initail Floor Plan (Middle)
Framed wall concept sketch (Right)

Building and Musuem Concept

Dining

Kitchen Loading 1

Gift Gift Sto

Recep/Security

Custodial

Womens

Mens Lobby

Lumber yard

LoadingEdu Shop

Edu Classroom

Fab Shop

Office SpaceFirst Aid

Garage

Curator

Reception

Records

OfficeOffice

OfficeOffice

Scale: 1:20 3332



Finalized floor plan demonstrating framed walls (Left)
Ideas of details (Right)

Building and Musuem Concept
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Building and Musuem Concept
Sketches of two parts of the research that formed the 
concept of the entry building.
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Exhibition Sculpture

 The link between architecture and 

construction is bonded by tectonics. In Rappel 

a l’Ordre, Kenneth Frampton gives a dictionary 

definition of tectonics as “pertaining to building or 

construction in general; constructional, constructive 

used especially in reference to architecture and the 

kindred arts (Rappel).” This art represents a process, 

which involves the assembly of joints, making up the 

base of a structure. Gottfried Semper divided tectonics 

into two material procedures. He describes it as, “the 

tectonics of the frame in which members of varying 

lengths are conjoined to encompass a spatial field and 

the stereotomic of compressive mass that, while it 

may embody space, is constructed through the piling 

up of identical units (Rappel).” These connections of 

tectonics bring the architecture and the user together, 

giving the user an understanding of the structure. 

With a user connection to the architecture occurring, 

the assembly process of a structure becomes the art 

of construction.

 The conceptual idea of this project is to 

allow a direct user interaction. Allowing users to 

become a part of an assembly process is allowing the 

education of tectonics in architecture to become more 

predominate.  This concept also becomes a function. 

It involves a specific program of spaces and a design 

that is backed by research in order for the form and 

function of the structure to becoming purposeful. 

 A project base of an open air museum 

that displays an architectural collection is a good 

opportunity applying this concept. Allowing a direct 

user interaction into a museum function allows 

for a better education. The building collection that 

will be featured in the museum displays the art of 

construction and regionalism. These two displays give 

each structure a unique experience. The function of 

this museum is not just to display architecture, but to 

teach the assembly process, tectonics and regionalism 

of each exhibit piece. Visitors will be interacting with 

the construction process from start to finish. This 

allows sync from the user to the architecture. The 

functionality of this museum becomes dynamic. With 

each construction cycle, unique functions will be 

needed in order for the process to become complete 

and correct. This type of museum will break the mold 

of a typical museum. This museum is user driven as it 

is a “build your own museum” type of environment.

Abstract

The idea of this exhibit piece is to 
demonstrate the concepts and 
research that form the design of 
the project 

The piece is constructed of 
reclaimed barn timbers that use 
mortise and tenon and tounge 
and groove joinery. The lattice 
system is new wood which gives 
a contrast to the reclaimed wood, 
signifying the concept of a building 
life cycle.

Approach to the piece plays an 
important part in the connection 
between the architecture and 
the user. This exhibit design also 
represents a gateway approach 
to each space in the building 
collection.
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REND LAKE

This site is located in the Wayne Fitzgerrell State Park 
on the east side of Rend Lake in Southern Illinois. 

The park is made up of reclaimed farm land, which 
gives a variety of dense and open spaces. The park 
also edges to the shoreline of Rend Lake, allowing for 
boating, camping, and other outdoor activities

The base for the project is to design an open air 
museum that displays a architectural building 
collection based on tectonic and regionalism research.

Project Information
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Museum Program Architectural Program

Tour Program (Yellow)

Parking
Standard 9 x 18 Parking
Handicap Parking
Bus parking
Bus Drop Off Lanes

Lobby
Circulation Space
Reception Desk/ Security
Gift Shop
Gift Storage
Mens Restroom
Womens Restroom
Custodial Closet

Cafe
Dining Room
Kitchen

Loading Dock

Tour Total

Wood Fabrication Program (Blue)

Wood Shop
Shop Floor
Circulation

Lumber Storage

Grounds Garage

Loading Dock

Office Suite (Purple)
Reception Room
Curator Office
Office Space
Office Space
Office Space
Office Space
Shop Office Spaces
Records Storage
Employee Break Room
Employee Restroom

Wood Fab Total

Build Program (Red)

Education Wood Shop

Classroom

First Aid

Build Program Total

Program Total
x30%
Adjusted Total Square Footage

44
4
5
4

2180 sf
563 sf
412 sf
201 sf
236 sf
236 sf
114 sf

882 sf
800 sf

875 sf

6499 sf

2129 sf
1668 sf

4591 sf

3051 sf

4791 sf

412 sf
296 sf
221 sf
221 sf
221 sf
221 sf
541 sf
136 sf
296 sf
115 sf

18910 sf

643 sf

534 sf

410 sf

1587 sf

26996 sf

35095 sf
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Arrival at the museum is an important factor in how the visitor experiences the museum as a whole. With the 

design of a long wooded approach, the visitor becomes synced with their surroundings, leaving the parking lot 

behind, and hopefully having a heightened experience as they first arrive to the museum entry building.
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Arrival to the Museum
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Ise Jingu Grand Shrine

Japanese Imperial Family

Ise, Japan

Shinto shrine dedicated to the goddess Amaterasu-

omikami. The shrine is rebuilt on the adjacent lot 

every 20 years using traditional building techniques.

Woods of Net

Tezuka Architects

Hakone-Town, Japan

Wood sculpture containing about 600 glulam timbers 

joined together in a traditional construction method.

Fachhallenhaus

Local farmers and carpenters

Northern Germany

German barn house using oak or spruce timber frame. 

Built to accommodate living quarters, brye and barn 

under one roof.

Dogtrot Cabin

Local settlers and carpenters

Southern United States

Also known as breezeway house. Consists of two log 

cabins under a common roof. One side is the kitchen 

and the other is the private living quarters.

Barn House

Dayempur Farm

Anna, Illinois, United States

Timber framed barn house using mortise and tenon 

joinery. The frame poplar wood from a local saw mill.

This building collection features five structures of 

vernacular architecture, all involving wood joinery. 

Each structure has its unique origin, function and 

assembly method, which will be replicated at the 

museum.

Along the tour path and build program, visitors will 

experience these structures from ground break to 

finish, giving visitors a higher education of vernacular 

architecture and the process of assembly. The 

structures are placed on the site in the order that 

they are presented here. This is based on a principal 

showing the quality of the enclosing membrane. As 

visitors are guided through the site, they will learn 

about each structure, the enclosing membrane, its 

tectonic base, and its regional aspects.

The Collection Tour
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Tectonic vs Stereotomic

Frame

Tectonic

Stereotomic

As a part of research for the design of the museum, 
tectonics play a large role in the design of the 
museums’s entry building. 

At the base, stereotomic walls act as an anchor and 
frame to the tectonic elements. A larger timber frame 
makes up the structure of the tectonic portion to the 
building. Suspended within that structure is a three 
dimensional lattice structure system. This system 
is the driving concept that mimics the surrounding 
forest upper canopy.

The Framed Element
Framed elements within the design of the museums 
entry building give tectonic elements dominance over 
stereotomic elements. This brings a closer connection 
to the surrounding context.
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Lattice System Beam Joinery Condition

4x4 members

Structural Support System Joinery Condition

notched ends

peg runs into vertical members for stability

12x12 members

hook and pin housing

notched hook connection

pin connection

The Joinery Details

Details in the design become important because it 
brings in the concept and research. Joinery details 
and framing details are designed within the museums 
entry building, educating the visitors on the topic of 
wood joinery in vernacular architecture.
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Initial Annual Energy Use/Cost

Initial Energy Use: Fuel

Initial Energy Use: ElectricityInitial Annual Carbon Emissions

Energy Model

Initial energy modeling shows the building with 
standard costs and emissions. With applied Quad pane 
windows the cost and emissions decrease making the 
building that much more efficient in energy.

One factor that isn’t in consideration is the passive 
techniques used. A large portion of the building is 
glazing, but the location of the building is surrounded 
by trees, which will cut down on solar gain and other 
energy issues.

Annual Energy Use/Cost

Energy Use: Fuel

Energy Use: ElectricityAnnual Carbon Emissions
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The Timber Fabrication

A heavy function of the museum is the fabrication 
process that the building materials for each building 
must go through in order for a smooth assembly 
to happen. Each structure has a unique quality 
that requires different techniques and materials. 
All structures do have a general process that they 
undergo.

This example of the fabrication process will follow the 
barn house, which is a typical timber frame structure 
using poplar wood from a regional source.

The process starts with poplar 
trees. The trees are cut down and 
milled at the saw mill, making them 
into timbers that the museum can 
work with.

For delivery of the lumber, lumber 
trucks will use the access road 
that cuts through the site directly 
to the museums loading dock.

Upon delivery, the lumber is stored 
in the museums lumber yard until 
it is ready for prefabrication. Once 
ready, the timbers are cut to length 
and shaped with its appropriate 
joinery.

Lastly the timbers 
are delivered 
to the build site 
and are ready for 
assemble.
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Construction

Deconstruction

Build Day

The build program is a very unique part of the 
museum. Each visitor is entitled to the opportunity to 
participate in the construction of this museum. 

The structures themselves will given a life span 
from completion. This allows a continuous assembly 
process for visitors to participate in. As the museum 
advances, new opportunities for new structures will 
become present in order to keep interest.

As this museum grows in popularity man different 
people will be attracted to the build program.
- Average Visitor
- Architecture Students
- Engineering Students
- Construction manager trainee
- Boy Scouts
- Girl Scouts
- Youth Programs

Visitors who are participating in the build program will 
be required a few classes and an application process. 

The office suite is the first step in the process. The 
visitors will be required to fill out paperwork in the 
reception office before getting started.

Visitors then will be required to take a 10 hour OSHA 
safety course. This also includes a museum safety 
course for specifics on the programs process. The 
last step before the build day is a wood working class. 
Guests will have to pass a low level wood working 
course in order to prep them for the build day.
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View of a site in assemble as a tour moves through

Build Day
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Fachhallenhaus
Michael Schimek, Architectural Historian at Cloppenburg Open 
Air Museum

Barn House

http://newfarm.rodaleinstitute.org/depts/farming-

faith/may04/sufi.shtml

Dogtrot Cabin

http://www.penhook.org/cotton.htm

Ise Jingu Grand Shrine

http://www.studyblue.com/notes/note/n/history-of-

arch/deck/4853886

Woods of Net

http://www.archdaily.com/39223/woods-of-net-

tezuka-architects/

Photo Credit
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